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Release notes:

The release process, as usual consists of several individual (internal) tasks/activities
which will be executed from 8.9.2022 (starting 9:00 CET) - to 21.9.2022

Mind the fact, that due to thousands of ESET PROTECT Cloud instances, the upgrade
will happen in phases (gradual roll-out to individual instances) from 8.9.2022 -
21.9.2022 to secure smooth operation of the whole cloud service. 
Individual customers will be impacted in a minimal way. From their point of view,
updates will require minimal downtime. Individual customer's instance would
be inaccessible up to 15 minutes. Upgrades will happen out of business hours.
New customers will not be affected, as a newly generated instance would be on the
latest version from the very first moment.

The security of the network will not be affected. 

Changelog: 

ADDED: Initial configuration (Set up protection)
ADDED: Dark theme
ADDED: Ability to switch between Absolute and Relative time in tables
ADDED: Ability to add column Hash in Detections section
ADDED: Ability to search by Hash in the Detections section
ADDED: Ability to search by Object in the Detections section
ADDED: Ability to distinguish if Bitlocker is activated on a specific machine
ADDED: Filtering options in Computer details - Installed Applications screen
ADDED: Computer preview - ability to reset displayed sections to the default
ADDED: Ability to modify Computer name and Description directly from the
Computer preview panel
ADDED: Ability to mute/unmute Computer directly from the Computer preview panel
ADDED: Section name as a prefix in the browser tab title
IMPROVED: VDI support (mostly improvements around instant clones)
IMPROVED: Network Adapters (part of Computer details - Details - Hardware) are
more readable in IPv4/IPv6
IMPROVED: Multiplatform support when deploying or enabling features via Solutions
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in the Computer context menu
IMPROVED: Inspect button display is now dependent on the permission set in "Access
to ESET Inspect"
IMPROVED: Filter Advisor remembers item sorting
IMPROVED: Information in the Detection type column is split into two separate
columns: Detection Category and Type
IMPROVED: Creation of New Report Template for newly created Report category
FIXED: Save filter set is not working correctly in all sections
FIXED: Specific scenario causes license sync breakage (if static group below
company has the same name as a site that is created in EBA)
FIXED: When you load a saved filter set, it is not applied unless you edit it (various
sections)
FIXED: Filter "≤ # OF ALERTS" is not working correctly (Computers section)
Various other minor improvements and bug fixes

Product/Service: ESET PROTECT Cloud
Build Information / Service version: EPC 3.5
Languages: All
Planned release window: 8.9.2022 - 21.9.2022 


